TRANSITS I / TRANSSTS II update

Don Stikvoort
on behalf of TERENA
TRANSITS I course

**Introductory** course for CERT team members and interested colleagues (manager, PR person)

Two full but fun days
Mix of practice & learning
Share share SHARE
TRANSITS I - improvements

- Module advancements in 2011:
  - Rewrite/improve modules
  - Adapt to align with TRANSITS II
- Create more time to enable discussion and exercises
- Align more with ENISA CERT information
  - E.g. roleplay based on ENISA exercise
TRANSITS I - last course

Frankfurt am Main, January 2011
TRANSITS I - next courses

Autumn 2011: being negotiated

2012: Offers welcome!
TRANSITS II - what it is about

Question...

Which is more important: content or design?

Use.
TRANSITS II - what it is about

Framework to teach/train CERT members in advanced topics – aimed at more experienced team members

Current topics and early (voluntary) contributors:

• Netflow (SWITCH, Haag/Leuenberger)
• Forensics (SWITCH, Haag/Leuenberger)
• Personal communication (Avalon, Stikvoort)
• CERT Exercises (ENISA exercises, with help of Przemek Jaroszewski and Mirek Maj)
TRANSITS II - logistics

Oct 2010: successful trial run in Amsterdam at TERENA

6-8 April 2011: first official TRANSITS II training in Zürich, Switzerland at the SWITCH offices:

- Forensics: 1 ¼ day
- Netflow: 1 day
- Personal communication: ¼ day
- CERT exercise: ½ day

Call is out: deadline 18 February 2011

Option to add specific modules to TF-CSIRT and/or TI meetings
The TRANSITS Secret?

CERTs help CERTs!

Highly experienced tutors for low prices

Not-for-profit ... tutors are volunteers (i.e. their organisations sponsor TRANSITS!)

Local hosts and sponsors help; ENISA helps a lot!

No costs around copyright; re-use of materials encouraged providing quality is good and not-for-profit
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